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G I A R D I N A  F I N I S H I N G  S R L

Catas, the most important worldwide research 
corporation for chairs, has taken the initiative to 
reduce atmospherical pollution caused by finishing 
systems.
Thanks to the work together with Company Giardina, 
the producer of the MOS® technology, the most 
modern drying system for water-based products, 
installed by his own laboratories in San Giovanni al 
Natisone(near Udine), a microwaves system to test 
fast lacquers without polluting environment.
MOS® technology was born thanks to the selected 
choice of the frequency spectrum and until now 
has been used to dry water-based products for 
panels,cabinets, door and window frames,mouldings.
Microwaves act only on the lacquer water molecules, 
without increasing the temperature of the wooden 
support, in this way hot air (35-40°C) is sent on the 
piece in order to complete chemical reaction in few 

minutes. Usually only 3-4 minutes are required, it 
depends on the lacquer quantity applied. If there 
was not microwaves preventing action, there will 
be a serious possibility that when air at high speed 
or high temperature creates a film on the surface, 
absorbs water molecules, in this way the dried 
surface could have bad adhesion or transparence 
(whitening).
All over the world about a hundred of installations 
producing lacquerings have been sold , while wood 
manufacturers companies that have already tested 
this technology are more than thousand.
the laboratory plant for chairs installed by Catas 
allowed to test water-based lacquers with a drying 
time lower than 5 minutes.
MOS® technology acts for about 20”, then it 
completes drying 3-4 minutes (35-40°C).
Companies dealing in chairs and lacquers will be 
able in this way to test their production directly by 
Catas laboratory and this one will be able to certify if 
the quality obtained is in compliance with their own 
market , Italian laws and environmental protection.
Industrial installation Thanks to these tests an 
industrial installation has been supposed (see 
scheme) to dry a chair every 30”, which dimensions 
are mt.7.5x2x2.1h.
It is very compact, it can be delivered, assembled 
and positioned in short time, near existing finishing 
systems, furthermore is not necessary to modify 
the existing machines or stopping production.
This system works by fits and starts, with 
overturned conveyor that moves chairs first in the 
microwaves emission zone (opportunely insulated 
and protected), then it moves them in the air flux 
zone that completes the lacquers chemical reaction. 
Special requests or installations on demand can 
be planned and studied for every single Customer. 
Furthermore,
MOS® system is adaptable and safe.
Consumption are very low because MOS® 
technology absorbs only 4Kw during 20” of 
irradiation, while for the rest of the time it is switched 
off.Thermic power consumption increases to 12Kw 
if you also consider the fans and chain motors.
Thermic power using hot water (or another type of 
warming fluid) is about 50.000 Kcal.
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Industrial installation layout

Laboratory installation by Catas
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